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finished measurements
cravat:

9 x 51", before tying

9 x 43", after tying and before felting

4½ x 32¼", after felting

scarf:

9 x 75", before tying

9 x 64", after tying and before felting

4½ x 43", after felting

Results will depend on felting conditions and time spent 

felting.

yarn
Blue Sky Alpacas Sport Weight (100% alpaca; 110 yards / 50 

grams). Cravat: 2 hanks, #519 amber, (MC), 2 yards #526 blue 

sky (CC). Scarf: 3 hanks (MC); shown in #73 tarnished gold

needles
One pair straight needles size US 10½ (6.5 mm)

Change needle size if necessary to obtain the correct gauge.

notions
Tapestry needle

50 to 100 small rubber bands (see Sources for Supplies, page 132)

Small lingerie bags with zippers

Seam ripper or small pair of scissors

gauge
15 sts and 20 rows = 4" (10 cm) in Stockinette stitch (St st)

cravat and scarf
CO 34 sts. 

Row 1 (RS): Knit.

Row 2: K2, purl to last 2 sts, k2.

Repeat Rows 1 and 2 until Cravat measures 51" and Scarf 

measures 75". BO all sts.

finishing
Weave in loose ends. Draw up approximately 1" square of 

your knitting and wrap rubber band around knit fabric 2 or 3 

times to create bobble. Repeat, leaving approximately 1 to 2" 

between bobbles, until you have a 9" section of bobbles at one 

end of the Cravat and a 12" section of bobbles at each end of 

the Scarf, or as desired.

The number of bobbles and the distance between them will 

determine the felted texture of your piece and its overall finished 

length. The more bobbles you create, the more knit fabric you 

are drawing up, thus creating a shorter finished piece.

this luxurious alpaca piece, whether made in the shorter (cravat) length or longer (scarf) 
length, drapes beautifully and feels fabulous around the neck. to create the unusual surface 

design, you knit the fabric, then wrap small sections of it with rubber bands, then felt it. 
when the felting process is complete and the fabric is dry, you remove the rubber bands to 

reveal the newly texturized surface.
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cravat embroidery
Thread CC on tapestry needle. Push needle up from WS of 

bobble to RS, leaving 1½" tail on WS of Cravat. Work French 

knot (see Special Techniques, page 129), wrapping yarn 

around needle 3 times and pushing the needle back down 

through bobble. Cut, leaving another 1½" tail. Repeat for 

desired number of bobbles. At Cravat end without bobbles, 

work three sections of satin stitch (see Special Techniques, 

page 129), each 1" wide and 3" long.

felting
Place each scarf into its own lingerie bag, to prevent tangling. 

Felt according to instructions in Felting Basics, page 8.

Wearable pieces generally require less time to felt than a  

bag or other item where you want a more dense, sturdy fabric. 

Keep a close eye on the felting process, and stop felting while 

the scarves are still soft and have a nice drape.

While felted scarves are still wet, shape into final form by 

gently smoothing or stretching to desired shape. Lay flat or 

hang to dry; if you hang the scarves to dry, the weight of the 

water will concentrate at the bottom corners and pull the 

corners down, creating irregular curves at the bottom edges.

Once scarves are dry, cut rubber bands with seam ripper or 

scissors and remove. For Cravat, trim CC tails from French 

knots on WS.
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